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Abstract- In recent years many nature-inspired algorithms have been proposed to solve various problems. One of the most 

important algorithms which achieved great success when applied in many applications is the Black Hole algorithm, which 
was derived from the natural phenomenon in the universe; the phenomenon of explosion of a huge star in space, which leads 
to the formation of the so-called black hole. In this paper, the application of the black hole algorithm on solving feature 
selection problem is investigated. The aim of feature selection is to detect and predict the right knowledge instead of 
examining all the features in the database for specific information, a number of features are selected, but not all. 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The improvement of science, economy, data 

innovation and correspondences has prompted an 

expansion in the measure of computerized 

information as of late. This expansive volume of put 

away information does not enable factual strategies to 

manage it productively. Along these lines, another 

component for misusing this vast number of elements 

is required keeping in mind the end goal to separate 

information from it. Subsequently, man-made 

brainpower procedures are existed, for example, 
information mining to encourage and enhance the 

pursuit procedure and finding.  

 
Information mining is a strategy that plans to remove 

learning from tremendous measures of information, 

in view of scientific calculations that are the premise 

of information mining and are gotten from numerous 
sciences, for example, insights, arithmetic, rationale, 

learning science, computerized reasoning and master 

frameworks, design acknowledgment, machine 

science, and different sciences which are viewed as 

savvy and non-conventional sciences [1].  

 
Information mining is a procedure of examining 

information by connecting it to man-made reasoning 

strategies and measurable procedures investigation of 

these information, and essentially it is the scan for 

particular and valuable data in an extensive volume of 

information, and obviously this is done through the 

way toward connecting the examination of these 

information and techniques for computerized 

reasoning to wind up more productive in the review 

procedure. The removed information speak to a 

consistent relationship that outlines the information 

recently that is reasonable and valuable to the 
information proprietor, without presuppositions of 

what this learning may be.  

 

Since data mining is intended to extract required 

knowledge from very large amounts of information. 

So, the concept of Feature Selection is considered the 

most important phase of data mining process. The 
importance of feature selection is to detect and 

predict the right knowledge. Instead of examining all 

the features in the database for specific information, a 

number of features are selected, but not all [2]. So, it 

facilitates discovery process of knowledge and makes 

this process more speed and accuracy too.  

This problem is not easy to find solutions for it. It 

requires a kind of artificial intelligence to solve it. 

However, there are several mechanisms to perform 

this task, but until now, the accuracy of the results 

does not reach 100%. Scientists and researchers for 
many years ago and to this moment have been trying 

to find the best ways to increase the accuracy and 

efficiency in this scientific field.  

 

Feature selection has two approach; filter and 

wrapper approach. After using one of them we use a 

classification method (classifier) to select features. 

Wrapper approach differs from filter; it uses the 

classifier as a part of evaluation function and to 

induce the final learning model.  

 
Research time when researchers are presently 

endeavoring to work to get the change in its outcomes 

spoke to in utilizing another calculation with learning 

model (classifier). One of these calculations which 

can be utilized with learning model is one 

metaheuristics strategy as an enhancer [3]. The 

investigates as of late have demonstrated the capacity 

of these calculations to give high outcomes and 

enhance the way toward choosing traits. Some fruitful 

meta-heuristics are motivated ordinarily. 

Metaheuristics take into check the data gathered amid 

the inquiry to direct the pursuit procedure. They are 
producing new arrangements by joining at least one 

great arrangements. Generally, Metaheuristics are 

deficient strategies. They don't ensure finding 

worldwide best arrangement. They regularly discover 

an estimation to it.There are a lot of methods used in 

selecting features but nevertheless researches is 

ongoing to find new algorithms to provide solutions 

in this problem, the motive behind this is for two 
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reasons either to find fewer features selected or to 

upgrade the accuracy.  
 

In this research, a modern algorithm was selected to 

reduce attributes. This algorithm is called Black Hole, 

its developed in 2013 by Abdolreza Hatamlou [4]. 

This algorithm has achieved good results in many 

applications and has proven to be one of the best 

algorithms. 

 

II. FEATURE SELECTION PROBLEM 

 

Features Selection is the problem in how to choose 

the least number of features from the original data set 
which sometimes contains huge attributes. The need 

to select features has now become important with the 

advancement of time so as to improve and find 

solutions and give a clear luster to many problems. 

For example, to find specific conclusions and 

relationships in a large set of data some attributes are 

related to the problem and others are not. If all the 

attributes were selected, this would certainly affect 

the search result. In order to find the best solutions, it 

is necessary to choose the characteristics associated 

with the research problem only and avoid choosing 
any characteristics of the data set that may affect the 

outcome of the work either by giving inaccurate 

results or taking a lot of time in the analysis process. 

[5] 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

1) Local Binary Pattern and Ant Colony 

Optimization Based Feature Dimensionality 

Reduction Technique for Face Recognition System. 

[6] 

 
Proposed Method:developed more promising 

dimensionality reduction technique which could 

result in better face recognition using ACO which is 

in its uniqueness as optimizes features using indirect 

communication which is not found in any other  

metaheuristics. 

Advantages and disadvantages: using the two-level 

algorithm (LBP-ACO) are a very good combination 

with very high performance that produced a robust 

and reliable face recognition system. As 

disadvantages of this method, it is needed further 
evaluation of the technique on other robust face 

databases. 

 

2) A hybrid search method of wrapper feature 

can also male big difference by using selectionin 

particle swarm optimization and local search. [7] 

 

Proposed Method:introduced a combinational search 

method that can balance between discovering the new 

region and the local search  

Advantages and disadvantages: CBPSOL has a strong 

search capability in the problem space and can 

efficiently find minimal feature subsets in real 

datasets and the high-dimensional synthetic datasets. 
But if they used a filter-based method before 

CBPSOL, it can get a high performance.  

 

3) A new element determination show in view 

of ID3 and bees algorithm for intrusion detection 

system. [8] 

 

Proposed Method:proposed a combinational model 

based on ID3 and BA, ID3-BA to select features for 

network intrusion detection system  

Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages of 

this method are showing a high performance and it 
has a lower FAR when compared with the results 

obtained all features. However, it can get more 

efficiency by controlling the number of bees that are 

responsible for searching the possible location for 

food recovery.  

 

4) Optimal feature subset selection using ant 

colony optimization. [9] 

 
Proposed Method: used Ant Colony Optimization 

algorithm for feature selection of Keystrokes 

Dynamics and comparison of classification accuracy 

of Multi-SVM and KNN classifiers.  

Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages of 

this technique were got here that the selected feature 

subset acquired the higher accuracy and the 

implementation of feature selection process can 

generally improve the accuracy of the classifier. 
 

5) Using Novel Multi-Objective Artificial Bee 

Colony Optimization for Wrapper Based Feature 

Selection in Intrusion Detection can help us for more 

good result. [10] 

 

          Proposed Method: employed multi-objective 

ABC to select features of Pareto        fronts of non-

dominated solutions, and using a fitness function to 

reduce features, error rate of classification and false 

alarm rate in IDSs  
 

Advantages and disadvantages: The good result in 

this method showed the improvement of performance 

in selected features, the false alarm rate, and 

classification performance. However, the ABC 

algorithm was originally proposed as a single-

objective technique.  

 

6) Feature Based Algorithm Configuration: A 

Case Study with Differential Evolution. [11] 

 

Proposed Method:used an empirical performance 
model in a continuous black box optimization with 

demon started to learn a reasonable approximation of 

the real performance  

Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages that 

we can get from this method that this technique 
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configurations optimized for an average performance 

and can get all test bench at the same all cost. On the 
hand, this method failed in some cases; it must be 

avoided and improved. Also, deeper analysis should 

be better to understand.  

 

7) Feature Selection for Intrusion Detection 

System Using Ant Colony Optimization. [12] 

 

Proposed Method:used ACO algorithm and a simple 

classifier (nearest neighbor classifier) to select 

features and trained classifier to identify any kind of 

new attacks. 

Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages are 
reducing the number of features by approximately 

88%, the detection error reduced by around 24% 

using KDD Cup 99 test data set. Also, reduce both 

the memory size and the CPU time required and it is 

very reliable for intrusion detection as well as better 

and more robust representation of data. The 

disadvantages in this method that it isn't used by 

complicated classifier to improve its performance, 

and it needs to combine with other population-based 

algorithms. Also, feature selection for the payload-

based intrusion detection is not mature yet.  
 

8) Feature selection with annealing for 

computer vision and big data learning. [13] 

 

Proposed Method:proposed a learning scheme for 

feature selection in high dimensional data 

applications using Annealing for computer vision and 

big data learning  

Advantages and disadvantages: There are many 

advantages were achieved such as, ruining much 

more efficiently and did not introduce any undesired 

bias in estimation. Also, it solves a constrained 
optimization problem and has a performance 

guarantee in both estimation and selection. However, 

it can’t handle with object detection problems.  

 

9) DWFS: a wrapper feature selection tool 

based on a parallel genetic algorithm. [14] 

 

Proposed Method: presented DWFS – a web tool - on 

the wrapper approach and mixed it with a randomized 

search algorithm to enhance the optimized features 

selection. 
Advantages and disadvantages: The advantages of 

using this technique is to achieve the capability of 

reducing number of features with preserve the 

classification performance. However, it sometimes 

doesn’t be capable with complex biological and 

biomedical data complementing or other large 

problem. 

10)  A parallel genetic algorithm-based feature 

selection and parameter optimization for support 

vector machine. [15] 

Proposed Method: attempted to take care of the issue 

of highlight choice in a classifier by utilized a cross 

breed CGPGA-based model through consolidated the 

coarse-grained parallel hereditary calculation and 
SVM.  

 
Points of interest and inconveniences: There are 

numerous focal points of utilizing this strategy, for 

example, limiting the measure of chosen highlight 

subset, the quantity of help vectors, and preparing 

time. Likewise, upgraded SVMs' model parameters 
and effectively acquired the separating highlight 

subset in a proficient way. Moreover, it makes low 

level keep up of help vectors extent. In any case, 

there are a few detriments, for example, it didn't limit 

the quantity of SVM models developed through the 

improvement guidance or the time required for 

preparing one SVM, so it doesn't work proficiently if 

the issue gets expansive. 

 

IV. BLACK HOLE ALGORITHM(BH) 

 
The black hole (BH) algorithm is one of the most 

recent nature-inspired algorithms that based on 

population-solutions algorithms which generate a 

random candidate solution to the specific problem. 

 

 This algorithm based on the natural phenomena that 

spread in space, the phenomenon of black hole. The 

black hole is formed when a huge star collapses in 

space. The gravitational force of this hole is so large 

that it swallows anything no matter how its size [16]. 

In the BH algorithm, a set of solutions is generated 

randomly then evaluated these solutions using a 
fitness function after this, the best solution that 

contains the highest value from the evaluation is 

chosen and consider the 

black hole and other solutions (represent stars) 

scattered around it. 

 
Working mechanism of the BH algorithm: 
Initially the range of the black hole is determined 

where any star interfering within this range is 

discarded and another star (solution) is created 

randomly, 

then the evaluation is calculated for each solution and 

choose the highest value solution as a black hole and 

then change the solutions according to the following 

equation: 

 
where xi (t) and xi (t + 1) are the positions of the ith 

star at iterations t and t +1, respectively. xBH is the 
position of the black hole in the search space. rand is 

a random number in therange [0, 1]. N is the total 

number of stars (candidate 

solutions). 

The stars are attracted to the black hole in some way 

and the stars of the new places are evaluated and the 
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black hole is replaced if one of the solutions is of 

higher value than the black hole. In each iteration the 
range of black hole is adjusted according to the 

following equation: 

 

 
where FBH is the fitness value of the black hole, and 

fi is the fitness value of the ith star. N is the number 

of stars (candidate solutions). 

 

The mechanism of the black hole algorithm can be 

summarized in the following steps 

1. Initialize a set of random solutions in the search 

space.  

2. Evaluate all solutions that created with a suitable 

fitness function. 

3. Choose the best solution as a black hole. 

4. Change the location of solutions and calculate the 
evaluation again. 

5. If there is a solution that has a better evaluation 

than the black hole evaluation, it is replaced by a 

black hole. 

6. If a solution is found within the range of the black 

hole it is deleted and another solution is created 

randomly. 

7. The loop continues until the maximum iteration 

was reached. 
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